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Abstract
Scanning and acquisition methods produce highly detailed surface meshes that need multi-chart parameteriza-
tions to reduce stretching and distortion. From these complex shape surfaces, high-quality approximations are
automatically generated by using surface simplification techniques. Multi-chart textures hinder the quality of the
simplification of these techniques for two reasons: either the chart boundaries cannot be simplified leading to a
lack of geometric fidelity; or texture distortions and artefacts appear near the simplified boundaries. In this paper,
we present an edge-collapse based simplification method that provides an accurate, low-resolution approximation
from a multi-chart textured model. For each collapse, the model is reparameterized by local bijective mappings
to avoid texture distortions and chart boundary artefacts on the simplified mesh due to the geometry changes. To
better apply the appearance attributes and to guarantee geometric fidelity, we drive the simplification process with
the quadric error metrics weighted by a local area distortion measure.

Keywords: surface simplification, geometric error, texture mapping, texture distortion, multi-chart parameteri-
zation

ACM CCS: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics[: Curve, surface, solid, and object representations; I.3.7 [Computer Graph-
ics]: Colour, shading, shadowing, and texture

1. Introduction

Many computer graphics and geometric modelling applica-
tions require highly detailed surfaces enhanced with colour
details involving texture mapping to obtain a convincing level
of realism. However, the high complexity of the models com-
bined with the limited capabilities of current hardware makes
it difficult to process them. Because their full complexity is
not always required, it is useful to have simpler versions of
these complex models.

Appearance attributes are mapped to the model with the aid
of a surface parameterization. For closed surfaces, surfaces
of genus greater than zero or surfaces exhibiting a complex
shape, it is necessary to partition the surface into several
charts to reduce the distortion. This is done by defining a
texture atlas, which maps the surface of the three-dimensional
(3D) model into a non-connected 2D domain. This is known
as multi-chart parameterization.

In recent years, various simplification techniques for au-
tomatically generating high-quality, appearance-preserving

approximations of original models have been proposed.
There are two different strategies in the simplification field.
First, there is level-of-detail modelling, which focuses on the
trade-off between fidelity and rendering performance. The
aim is to obtain a sequence of geometric approximations that
share the same texture map and switch them during render-
ing, depending on the distance between the object and the
viewer. The second strategy consists of generating a single,
low-resolution approximation that resembles the original one
but has far fewer faces. In this case, the models are generally
acquisitions from real objects using 3D laser scans. Single
approximations of these virtual models are commonly ap-
plied in several fields, such as realistic virtual environments.
In this paper, we present a new approach to this second
strategy.

1.1. Related work

In recent years, various simplification algorithms have been
proposed. Face-reduction strategies are commonly based on
the edge collapse operator. Edges are ordered according to a
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cost and in each iteration, the lowest-cost edge is contracted
and the cost of its neighbouring edges is updated.

Geometric simplification of meshes was the first topic
studied in this field. The simplification process was guided
only by a geometric error, without taking into account the
appearance attributes of the model. An extensive review of
all existing methods proposed before 2002 can be found
in [LWC∗02]. Some of the main references are [HDD∗93,
Hop96, CVM∗96, GH97, EM98, LT98].

More recently, simplifying meshes with appearance at-
tributes has become the main area of interest. In this case, the
local simplification operators try to generate faithful geomet-
ric approximations while minimizing texture deviation. The
texture deviation of a mapped attribute is defined as the devia-
tion of its position on the final surface from its position on the
original surface. In [GH98], Garland and Heckbert extended
the original Quadric Error Metric (QEM) scheme to account
for a wide range of vertex attributes. Hoppe [Hop99] made
several improvements to Garland and Heckbert’s approach
by computing the error based on the difference, in position
and attribute, between a given point and its closest projection
on the simplified surface. Cohen et al. [COM98] proposed
a simplification algorithm guided by the texture deviation.
Lindstrom et al. [LT00] introduced the image-driven simpli-
fication concept, where multiple images were used to decide
which portions of a model have to be simplified. Sander
et al. [SSGH01] presented a multi-chart parameterization,
constrained to convex and straight chart boundaries, to be
used in a progressive mesh. Unfortunately, for a small num-
ber of charts, the chart boundaries do not usually follow the
‘creases’ of the model and, consequently, distorted results
may be obtained.

These approaches guide the simplification process by
measures that try to balance geometric fidelity and texture
preservation. Nevertheless, significant texture distortions and
artefacts can be observed on the simplified surfaces. The fun-
damental reason is that the texture map, even when it is very
well parameterized, is accessed through linear interpolation
of texture coordinates on the simplified triangles. One way to
minimize the texture distortion is the texture adaptation tech-
nique, proposed by Chen and Chuang [CC06], which adapts
the texture content for each edge collapse. However, com-
monly used multi-chart parameterizations are not supported.

The presence of chart boundaries hinders the quality of
the simplification due to the discontinuity in texture space.
If boundary edges are not allowed to be collapsed, the re-
sulting approximation presents a poor quality mesh with a
lot of skinny triangles near the seams. Furthermore, texture
distortions or artefacts appear near chart boundaries.

There are two main strategies to avoid getting seams. The
first one consists of simplifying the geometric model with any
of the surface simplification methods, and then parameteriz-
ing the simplified mesh and finally projecting the attributes,

such as texture, of the high polygonal model onto the lower
one ([TCS03]). The fidelity of the result depends on vari-
ous factors, such as the complexity of the original mesh, the
quality of the simplification method or the point-to-point cor-
respondence strategy used to project the attributes. The most
commonly used strategy is normal projection that needs the
continuity of the normal field over each face and does not
guarantee that every attribute of the texture is projected onto
the simplified surface. The second strategy is to choose a
texture domain with the same topology as the given mesh
and a similar shape. The survey by Hormann et al. [HLS07]
gives complete, detailed information on these seamless tex-
turing parameterization techniques. One of the most pow-
erful of these methods is PolyCube-Maps ([THCM04] and
[LJFW08]). A polycube is a 3D shape, composed of many
unit-sized cubes attached face-to-face, which is used as the
texture domain. However, the main drawback of PolyCube-
Maps is the fixed resolution that has to be carefully chosen
to match the geometric features, which would give a param-
eterization with too many cubes for a surface with complex
geometry or topology. [GP08] proposes a method that allows
the use of a seamless parameterization for simplification pur-
poses that is independent of the parameterization provided by
the artist for texturing. The main drawback of this technique
is the use of a common bijective parameterization for all the
levels of detail.

1.2. Our contributions

In this paper, we present a method that generates a single and
accurate, low-resolution approximation of a multi-chart tex-
tured model that preserves geometric fidelity while avoiding
texture distortions and artefacts. The main contributions of
this work are as follows:

• Bijective mappings: For each edge collapse, the mesh
is reparameterized by local bijective mappings to avoid
distortions to the appearance of the simplified mesh pro-
duced by geometric changes. These bijective mappings
are GPU-friendly: fully supported by the texture mapping
hardware, the render-to-texture feature and the fragment
shading. To avoid blurring artefacts due to an excessive
number of resampling operations, the mappings are ap-
plied to an index texture. Each texel of this index texture
stores the texture coordinates referring to the original
texture. The technique supports any arbitrary multi-chart
parameterization with the only requirement being that the
index texture has to be empty near concave parts of its
chart boundaries. In Section 7, we will see that this is not
a strong requirement. Subsequently, our approach allows
the chart boundary edges to be simplified, guaranteeing
geometric fidelity and avoiding artefacts.

• Weighted QEMs: We have modified the QSlim [GH97]
simplification method by weighting the quadrics with a
local area distortion measure to preserve highly curved
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regions and consequently better apply the texture of the
original model.

2. Overview of our Proposal

When simplifying a textured surface, S, the triangles cre-
ated for each edge collapse have to be parameterized, that
is texture coordinates have to be assigned to the vertices of
the new triangles. However, this is not sufficient to prevent
texture distortions due to the linearity of the texture map-
ping. Therefore, we propose not only to modify the texture
coordinates, but also to modify the texture content in order
to preserve the appearance of the model more accurately.

First the model is parameterized by an index texture, I,
whose texels store texture coordinates referring to the original
texture, T . This index texture, I, is modified in the course
of edge collapsing. We denote by Si and I i the simplified
surface and the index texture before the collapse of the edge,
ei . The edge-collapse operator modifies I i and we obtain
I i+1 from the triangles involved in Si , their corresponding
texture triangles in I i and the triangles involved in Si+1.

At first, it seems reasonable to assign to a point on Si+1

the texture attribute of its closest point on Si . However, this
criterion does not produce a bijection between Si+1 and Si

and, consequently, texture attributes may be lost. In [CC06],
this criterion is applied only for a reduced number of points
in the following way: given two edges of the involved trian-
gles, one of Si and one of Si+1, whose corresponding texture
edges intersect, their closest points are computed and the
texture attribute of the point on Si is assigned to the point
on Si+1. These assignments create two cell partitions, one in
I i and one in I i+1, and a cell correspondence between them.
The texture modification is done by mapping a cell in I i to
its corresponding cell in I i+1. The main drawbacks of this
technique are that cell overlapping may be produced and that
a large number of point assignments and cells are needed for
computation when full-edge collapses are used.

In contrast, our method takes advantage of the orthogonal
projections of the surface triangles involved in Si and Si+1

onto the tangent plane, π , of the point of collapse, vi . Only
when these two projections are bijective is the edge-collapse
allowed. The new triangles in I i+1 are filled with a fragment
shader by first mapping the triangles in I i to the projected
triangles in plane π , and then mapping these latter triangles
to the new triangles in I i+1. In fact, these two mappings are
linear bijections and can be merged into just one by using
their composition. In this way, Si and Si+1 have the same
appearance from a viewpoint placed on the normal direction
of vi . Observe that, in contrast to point-to-point correspon-
dence strategies, in our approach, every texture attribute will
appear on the simplified surface.

Moreover, the texture deviation has to be minimized, that
is the distance from the point on Si of an attribute in texture

I i and the point on Si+1 of the same attribute in texture I i+1

must be minimal. Consequently, the more ‘similar’ a surface
triangle is to its projected triangle onto the tangent plane
and to its corresponding texture triangle, the more minimal
the texture deviation is. Because the position of a point in a
polygon can be derived from the areas of the triangles deter-
mined by the point and the polygon edges, we use the area as
a measure of similarity between triangles. Consequently, our
simplification process incorporates a measure of distortion
between the area of the surface triangles and the area of their
projections onto the tangent plane, and the new triangles in
I i+1 are determined by the areas of the new involved surface
triangles in Si+1.

Therefore, the fundamentals of our method, which will
be described in more detail in the following sections, are as
follows:

• Using an index texture that avoids blurring (Section 3).

• A simplification process guided by a local area distortion
measure (Section 4).

• An edge management that (Section 5).

– decides if a candidate edge can be collapsed by taking
into account its adjacent surface triangles and their
corresponding texture triangles and

– determines the new surface triangles and the new tex-
ture triangles.

• GPU-friendly bijective mappings that fill the new texture
triangles (Section 6).

3. Index Texture

At the beginning of the process, an index texture, I, encoded
with two float channels to get enough precision, is created
with the same size as T , and each one of its texels stores
its respective coordinates. Texture I can be created with the
same parameterization as the original model or with another
one. When using a parameterization method that minimizes
the distortion between surface triangles and texture triangles,
such as [LPRM02, SCOGL02, SWG∗03] or [ZSGS04], more
accurate results are obtained. The whole process is applied to
I, producing the successive modifications, I i . In this way, the
original texture, T , is not under-sampled and, consequently,
blurring artefacts produced by the iterative resampling do not
appear during the simplification process. Once the simplified
level is obtained, we generate the texture of the output model
by transferring the contents of the original texture via the I
texture coordinates.

4. Weighted Quadric Error Metrics

The QSlim [GH97] algorithm is an incremental method that
simplifies a mesh by iteratively collapsing edges ordered by
increasing errors provided from the QEM.
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Figure 1: Curved regions (horns and ears) not preserved
by the QSlim approach. In contrast, they are well preserved
by our approach. Both simplified versions have the same
number of faces.

Let F be the set of faces incident at vertex v. Each face
f ∈ F is contained in a plane πf defined by n · u + d = 0,
where n is its unit normal. The squared distance of any point
u to this plane is (n · u + d)2 = uT(n · nT)u + 2(dn)Tu + d2.
The fundamental quadric Qf of πf is defined by Qf =
(A, b, c) = (n · nT, dn, d2), and the squared distance can be
computed as Qf (u) = uTAu + 2bTu + c. The quadric of the
vertex, v, is defined as the weighted sum of these fundamen-
tal quadrics, Q = ∑

f ∈F Qf wf , where wf is the area of
the triangle, f . Given a quadric Q, point u = −A−1b mini-
mizes the quadratic error Q(u). After computing quadrics for
all vertices, the contraction cost or the error of every edge,
e = (vi, vj ), is computed by (Qi + Qj )(uij ), where point uij

minimizes the quadratic error (Qi + Qj )(u), where Qi and
Qj are the quadrics of vertices vi and vj .

The algorithm has many advantages, which are justified
theoretically in [HG99]. The most important quadric prop-
erties are the preservation of the Gaussian curvature of the
model and the good aspect ratio of the simplified model
triangles. The authors prove that, in the limit, the quadric er-
ror is minimized by triangulations with optimal aspect ratio.
Notwithstanding all these advantages, important features of
the objects may not be well preserved due to their low ge-
ometric error with respect to the whole model. To illustrate
this, we show an example in Figure 1. In the image, we can
see that the ears and the horns of the simplified cow are not
well preserved. Moreover, this behaviour produces a poor
visual appearance of a simplified textured model due to high
texture distortions near these features.

Kho and Garland [KG03] introduced a user-guided sim-
plification method by weighting the QEM of each vertex.
The order of the edge contractions is manipulated by mul-
tiplying the quadric of each vertex by some scalar factor
at the initialization step. By selecting different weights the
user can control the relative importance of different surface
regions to preserve the desired features. Lee et al. [LVJ05]

weighted the QEM of each vertex by its saliency. They de-
fine the mesh saliency using a centre-surround operator on
Gaussian-weighted mean curvatures to capture what most
would classify as visually interesting regions on a mesh. The
main drawback of this method is the empirical and heuristic
nature of the saliency measure, which needs user parameters.

Other metrics to guide the simplification process have
been proposed. Among them, Park et al. [PSC06] proposed
an area-based metric. The contraction cost of every edge is
computed by the absolute difference between the areas of the
mesh before and after the contraction. In contrast, we want to
minimize the distortion between the area of surface triangles
and the area of their projections onto the tangent plane. For
this, we propose to preserve the curved features by weight-
ing the quadrics by a local area distortion measure. In the
following sections, we will define this measure and how it is
used in our simplification process.

4.1. Local area distortion measure

First, we need to recall some theoretical aspects of the QEM
([HG99]) that are used to define and justify the proposed local
area distortion measure. Let n be the surface normal at vertex
v, let k1, k2 be its principal curvatures and e1, e2 their corre-
sponding principal directions. In the orthogonal coordinate
frame with origin at v and axes e1, e2, n, the second-order
local approximation of the surface is a patch of the form

S(x, y) =
(

x, y,
k1x

2 + k2y
2

2

)
,

(x, y) ∈ [−ε1, ε1] × [−ε2, ε2].

By considering only the lower terms of the Taylor series
approximation, we have

• A is a diagonal matrix with entries

a11 = 4

3
ε3

1ε2k
2
1, a22 = 4

3
ε1ε

3
2k

2
2,

a33 = 4ε1ε2 − a11 + a22

2
.

• The area of the surface patch is

a11 + a22 + a33 = 4ε1ε2

(
1 + ε2

1k
2
1 + ε2

2k
2
2

6

)
.

Thus, the distortion factor between the area 4ε1ε2 of the
domain and the area of the surface patch is

a11 + a22 + a33

4ε1ε2
= 1 + ε2

1k
2
1 + ε2

2k
2
2

6
.

Observe that the area distortion depends on the term
ε2

1k2
1+ε2

2k2
2

6 ,
which we call the local area distortion measure and can be
computed by
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a11 + a22

a11 + a22 + 2a33
= trace(A) − a33

trace(A) + a33
.

Due to the invariance of the eigenvalues of a matrix un-
der bijective linear transformations, the local area distortion
measure can be computed in the canonical coordinate frame
by

trace(A) − λ

trace(A) + λ
,

where λ is the A eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector
closest to the surface normal at v.

4.2. Simplification process

We guide the order of the edge collapses using the weight
derived from the local area distortion measure to guarantee
a balance between the minimization of the geometrical error
and the minimization of the texture deviation. This weight
can be computed for the initial quadrics and for the newly
created quadrics. Intuitively, recomputing the weights during
the process seems a better solution. Experimental results
have confirmed this and we have modified the simplification
process in this way. At the initial step each vertex, vi , has
assigned to it the quadric Qi = (Ai, bi, ci). Then, we have
to compute the contracting cost of each edge e = (vi, vj )
to create a keyed heap. We use the quadric wiQi + wjQj ,
where the weights wi are computed by

wi = trace(Ai) − λi

trace(Ai) + λi

.

Consequently, the contraction cost of every edge e = (vi, vj )
is computed by

(wiQi + wjQj )(uij ) ,

where point uij minimizes the quadratic error (wiQi +
wjQj )(u). Moreover, the quadric assigned to the new vertex
uij has to be

wiQi + wjQj

wi + wj

in order not to overestimate its weight since it will be recom-
puted.

This is a simple and efficient solution, which allows us
to preserve the curved features of the models. Consequently,
although the global error increases slightly, the texture will
be better mapped to the simplified model. Figure 1 shows
an example of the results obtained by our approach using
the cow model. There are evident differences between our
results and those obtained by the QSlim approach. With our
approach, the horns and the ears are preserved without losing
the correct shape. Figure 2 shows a whole view and a close-up
of the Armadillo model simplified by the QSlim approach and
ours. It can be seen that, in contrast to QSlim, our approach

Figure 2: Simplification of the Armadillo model with QSlim
and our approach. Comparison of the whole model and a
close-up detail of its hand.

preserves all the fingers even when the approximation has
only 0.125% faces of the original one.

5. Edge Management

The edges have to be collapsed while both the surface and
the parameterization topology are preserved. Thus, necessary
consistency checks must be carried out ([DEGN99]).

In the following a triangle on Si is denoted by t, its cor-
responding triangle in I i by t , a triangle on Si+1 by t′ and
its corresponding triangle in I i+1 by t

′. The same notation is
applied for edges and vertices.

Let e be a candidate edge to be collapsed and v be its
point of collapse with tangent plane π . Let {t0, . . . , tk} and
{t ′

0, . . . , t
′
k−2} be the triangles involved in the collapse on Si

and on Si+1, respectively.

Edge e is not allowed to be collapsed if at least one of the
following constraints holds:

• e has only one endpoint on a chart boundary;

• e is a non-chart boundary edge with both endpoints on a
chart boundary;

• e has an endpoint lying on more than two charts;

• the orthogonal projection onto π of triangles {t0, . . . , tk}
or triangles {t ′

0, . . . , t
′
k−2} overlap.

These constraints enforce chart compliance and ensure a
bijection between Si and Si+1.

When an edge e does not fulfil any of the previous con-
straints, we need to determine the new triangles {t ′

0, . . . , t
′
k−2}
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Figure 3: New texture triangles of a chart boundary edge.

in I i+1. There are two possible cases depending on whether
e lies on a chart boundary or not.

• Chart interior edge. Let U be the union of texture tri-
angles {t0, . . . , tk}. For each boundary edge bj of U , let
aj (x) be the relative area of the triangle determined by
bj and a point x ∈ U with respect to the area of U , and
let aj be the relative area of the triangle t ′

j with respect to
the total area of the triangles {t ′

0, . . . , t
′
k−2}. Because we

want to minimize the area distortion measure between
triangles in Si+1 and triangles in I i+1, we take as the
corresponding point of v in I i+1 the point v ∈ U that
minimizes the quadratic function

∑
j

(
aj (x)

aj

− 1

)2

.

Taking into account the point v and the boundary edges
bj , we obtain the triangles {t ′

0, . . . , t
′
k−2}. If these new

triangles overlap, the edge e is also not allowed to be
collapsed.

• Chart boundary edge (Figure 3). There are two texture
edges e1, e2 corresponding to surface edge e. Each one
is a boundary edge of its own chart. For each subset of
triangles of the same chart, we apply the same process
as in the first case, restricting the optimal point to lie on
the boundary edge, e1 or e2. Observe that, when a chart
is not convex, the new triangles intersect the exterior
of concave parts of the chart. For this reason, we need
the texture to be empty near concave parts of the chart
boundaries. Therefore, in the worst case, the convex hull
of each chart should be empty.

5.1. Edge flip

To improve the fitting of simplified models to original mod-
els and to create well-shaped triangles in flat regions, we
use an edge flip operator. It takes two adjacent triangles as
parameters and swaps the shared edge with its opposite diag-
onal. This operator has to be guided by an accurate measure
to decide which of the two edges, the actual or the opposite
one, must be kept in order to better approximate the mesh to
the initial one.

Figure 4: Mappings for filling the new texture triangles.

For each edge collapse, non-chart boundary edges of trian-
gles {t ′

0, . . . , t
′
k−2} are flip-tested. The criterion used to decide

the flip operation is the one proposed by Jiao et al. [JCNH06],
which uses the restriction of the QEM onto the tangent plane
of each vertex as a local metric, and applies the modified De-
launay criterion proposed by Bossen and Heckbert [BH96].
The non-overlapping checks are carried out on each tangent
plane of the four vertices for the surface triangles and on the
texture map for the texture triangles.

6. Bijective Mappings

Once an edge collapse has been carried out, the texels in tri-
angles {t ′

0, . . . , t
′
k−2} must be filled with the content of texels

in triangles {t0, . . . , t k}. As we briefly described in Section
2, our method takes advantage of the orthogonal projections
of the involved surface triangles in Si and Si+1 onto the tan-
gent plane π of the point of collapse v. Thus, our basic idea
consists of transferring the content of a texel p to a texel
p′ having the same projection onto π of their corresponding
surface points. Figure 4 illustrates the situation and we will
now describe how to implement it.

On plane π , we consider an orthogonal frame centred at
v. For any triangle t or t′ on the surface, we have two linear
transformations, Mt and Pt . The transformation of Mt maps
t to its corresponding triangle t in the texture, while the
transformation of Pt maps t to the orthogonal projection of
t onto π . Let PMt be the linear transformation Pt ◦ M−1

t .
For each texel p′ of a triangle t

′, we have the point p′ on t′

satisfying Mt ′ (p′) = p′ and the point p contained in a triangle
t of Si satisfying Pt (p) = p∗ = Pt ′ (p′), where p∗ ∈ π . Let
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Figure 5: Blurring artefacts disappear when using an index
texture during the simplification process.

p be the point in t determined by p = Mt ′ (p). Thus we have

PMt (p) = (Pt ◦ M−1
t )(p) = (Pt ′ ◦ M−1

t ′ )(p′) = PMt ′ (p
′) .

Our approach consists of filling texel p′ with the content of
texel p without computing it explicitly.

Due to the bijective nature of the defined linear transfor-
mations for a fixed triangle t

′ we have

• If t j �= t l ,

(PM−1
t ′ ◦ PMtj )(t j ) ∩ (PM−1

t ′ ◦ PMtl )(t l) = ∅.

• ⋃
j t

′ ∩ (PM−1
t ′ ◦ PMtj )(t j ) = t

′.

Consequently, by using standard hardware capabilities, we
can fill the texels in a triangle t

′ by mapping onto t
′ the trian-

gles (PM−1
t ′ ◦ PMtj )(t j ) without explicitly computing their

common intersection. However, because we are dealing with
a multi-chart atlas, the transformation that, for each I i texel,
maps the T texture coordinates stored in it, is not continuous.
Thus, the standard hardware bilinear interpolation of T tex-
ture coordinates might cause invalid T texture coordinates. To
solve this problem, we map the triangles (PM−1

t ′ ◦ PMtj )(t j )
with a fragment shader. For each fragment within t

′ with I i

coordinates (u, v), we compute the four closest texels to
(u, v), with a being the closest. Then, we compute the index
of the fragment by a bilinear interpolation of the I i indices
stored at these four texels, taking into account only those
the indices that lie in the chart of the index stored at a.
Figure 5 shows the good performance in reducing blurring
artefacts resulting from using an index texture.

7. Results

Our approach allows us to simplify large models while pre-
serving their most important details without losing fidelity.
We obtain single approximations as close as possible to the
original models, which may be useful in various fields of
application where the frame rate is more important than in-
significant details. Several tests have been done on different
models to study the accuracy of our method.

Figure 6: Simplification of a textured Cow model. Com-
parison between our approach and three different texture
preserving methods. The empty space of the atlas has been
filled in with red.

Figure 6 compares our textured cow approximation result
with the results obtained using the open-source tool Mesh-
Lab [CCR08, CCC∗08], the commercial package Polygon
Cruncher [Moo] and Hoppe’s approach [Hop99]. The first
two tools also allow us to preserve the boundary edges by
simplifying chart interiors only. Activating this option gen-
erates a poor quality, low-resolution model full of seams is
generated that cannot achieve the desired simplification level.
To test how well our approach behaves, we have filled in the
empty space of the atlas with red. Observe how our approach
is the only one able to generate simplified models without
texture distortions or artefacts near the chart boundaries by
using only one additional texture during the simplification
process.

Another comparison is presented in Figure 7. As you can
see, the bunny model generated with [SSGH01] presents
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Figure 7: Simplification of a textured Bunny model. Comparison between [SSGH01] and our approach.

Figure 8: Buffle model simplification. The atlas, the mesh
with chart boundaries depicted in red, the textured model
and a close-up view are shown for original and simplified
models.

perceptible texture distortions because of the reparameter-
ization, with convex and straight chart boundaries, that is
carried out to be used on a progressive mesh. In contrast,
with our approach we obtain an accurate approximation with

Figure 9: Two different parameterizations for the Vase
model.

a high-quality mesh and correctly preserved texture without
distortions.

Figure 8 shows the Buffle model parameterized with a
high number of small sized charts. A close-up view of the
model shows that neither texture distortions nor artefacts
appear in the simplified version, despite the presence of chart
boundaries.

Parameterizations with a lot of charts reduce the level
of simplification because the charts must all be preserved.
Figure 9 shows a scanned Vase model parameterized with
LSCM [LPRM02] and Iso-charts [ZSGS04]. Notice that the
first one has a huge number of charts, whereas the second
one only has 24 charts. In Figure 10, we can see the results
of our simplification of these two parameterizations of the
Vase model at the same level (90% simplification). Observe
that parameterizations with less charts allow us to obtain
better geometric quality and also to substantially increase the
simplification level (98% simplification). The flexibility that
results from using parameterizations that admit non-convex
charts is an important advantage with respect to [SSGH01].
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Figure 10: Vase model simplification results according to the parameterizations in Figure 9.

Figure 11: Close-up view of the Vase model texture before
and after applying our bijective mapping approach.

Figure 11 shows a close-up view of the Vase model param-
eterized with Iso-charts. Chart boundaries have been properly
simplified to give accurate approximations without seams
between charts. Observe that, even though charts have inter-
changed part of their contents, their global shapes are pre-
served due to the low stretching of the parameterization used.
For this reason, if we use a good parameterization method to
generate the index texture, empty texture near concave parts
of chart boundaries is not a strong requirement.

Figures 12 and 13 are representative examples of large
meshes obtained from real objects. For each of these, we
would like to have a simple version that shares the same
special characteristics. Not all the details of these mod-
els are represented in their texture maps, since small but

important geometric features are lost at low resolutions with
any simplification method. To capture all these details, their
normal maps were generated before applying our method.
Faithful and realistic approximations are obtained by apply-
ing bijective mappings on colour and normal maps even at a
simplification level of 95% for the Imperia and of 99% for
the Lion.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed a method for the automatic simplifica-
tion of a highly detailed polygonal surface model into a sin-
gle faithful approximation containing fewer polygons. The
method consists, on the one hand, of weighting the QEM
by a local area distortion measure and, on the other, of bi-
jective mappings that properly modify an index texture for
each edge collapse to avoid distortions on the appearance of
the simplified mesh. In this way the chart boundary edges
are not penalized. The main benefit of this approach is that
realistic and accurate approximations of complex textured
models can be generated.

Extending our approach to obtain a progressive mesh
[Hop96, SSGH01] of the model with all the intermediate
meshes sharing a common texture parameterization could be
significant. Because the bijective mappings can be inverted,
our technique could be applied on the fly while rendering
a change in the level of detail. However, we believe that
this strategy can only be applied for simple models. Conse-
quently, dealing with progressive meshes will be an important
part of our future work.
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Figure 13: Lion model simplification results with and without normal mapping.
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